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in playgrounds, presented a seat to Sackville College, put up a plaque commem-
orating a bombing tragedy and guide-maps to the historic High Street and, with 
the Town Council, established the now independent Town Museum. 
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constitution is available on request. 
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THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY 	No.61 (Spring 1997) 

EDITOR TAL 

Continuing sales of Bulletin 58 (the special Domesday Book 
edition) as far as the Queen's University, Belfast, and welcoming 
words for Bulletin 60 (the Index Locorum extra number) inspire the 
hope that we continue to maintain high standards of quality and 
interest. 	This issue, therefore, sees further work on our Domes- 
day entries and a typical mixture of other items. 	There is still 
a need, however, to increase sales (or membership) as urged in 
Bulletin 59. 

COVER PICTURE: One of a series of 20 picture postcard cartoons 
produced for East Grinstead Football Club in the 1905-06 season by 
a local man, A.B.True - from the club's Souvenir Centenary Bro-
chure (1990), a well-illustrated, full account of its fortunes, 
grounds, players and officials, that skillfully avoids too much 
detail, and thus a welcome record of one aspect of local leisure, 
an area of history not always easily recoverable. 	(1 from Town 
Juseum only) 

TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO: Bulletins 8 (Jan. 1972) and 9 (May) re-
flect growing confidence as the Society's activities expand and 
flourish and a certain pride in the achievements of four years. 
The 'Britain in Bloom' project was under way, affiliation to the 
Federation of Sussex Amenity Societies and fraternisation with the 
Lingfield and District Amenity Society had come, a local history 
exhibition was being planned for the summer and the Bulletins em-
braced more subjects and contributors, including readers' letters. 

AS OTHERS SAW US (7): 'Perhaps it was the comforting charms of a 
perfect summer day, the warmth of the welcome we received, maybe 
the sparkle in the eyes of the pretty girls, but whatever it was 
we know that in Sussex we had never found a more entrancing town 
than East Grinstead. ... There is an easy intermingling of ancient 
and modern, a simple partnership of old and new which leaves the 
town seemingly undisturbed, the Parish Church slumbering on. 
There is contentment in East Grinstead. 	Troubles are not tackled 
headlong. Time has a rightful place here. ... It was strange to 
find so much enchantment here; strange because East Grinstead has 
nothing in its name to attract you and little seems to be done by 
the Urban Council there to tempt the visitor. '  - 'The Rambling Re-
porter', Southern Weekly News, 28 Aug. 1937 (see also pp.14f.) 

QUERY: Does anyone know the whereabouts of copies of the volumes 
of poems issued by Captain Edward Gardner in 1851 and John Turley 
in 1856? 	Both were local men and dealt with some local subjects 
but neither titles nor publishers of their works are known. 	A 
certain amount is known about both men but we could bear to know 
more. 	 M.J.L. 

STREET FURNITURE: A cast-iron object flanked by two stones on the 
corner of Judges Terrace projects only a short way above ground. 
At the top is a crown flanked by the letters G and R, under that 
the headings ft and ins, then nothing more. 	Mr E.Williams has 
established that it marks the junction of two telegraph lines and 
that it is not unusual for no figures to be inserted. 	It dates 
from ttre reign of George V 1  1910-36. 



ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA 

References to earlier Bulletins: first two figures Bulletin num-
ber, second two page number. 

HOIJSE-NUPI13ERTNG (3308,5711 ,5908) 

Mr L..Griffith reports from contemporary newspapers that in 
1887 the East Grinstead Local Board decided that adopted roads be 
properly named and numbered, radiating from the Post Office, leav-
ing gaps for future building. 	Mr D.Gould reports that Steers 
1886 East Grinstead directory uses the old numbering in the High 
Street but his 1887 Forest Row directory the new. 	Thus 1886 
seems the date for the change in the High Street and 1887 when the 
system was extended to the rest of the town. 	Whether there was a 
pre-1887 system in London Road is not yet known. 	No evidence for 
house-numbering in the High Street earlier than 1872 (Hayward's 
almanack) has yet been discovered. 	No numbers are given in his 
1863 issue, which may mean they had not then been introduced. 

The 1887 reference to street-naming makes one wonder if that 
is when the much-admired blue and white street name-signs [1004] 
were introduced. 

FINAl, STRESS (5107f.,5204-8,5309f.,5410,5504,5912): With refer-
ence to the memorial erected in 1855 by the family of George Boone 
Roupell [1] Mr J.G.Smith writes to point out that it could not 
have been commissioned by Roupell himself, for he had died 26 Jan-
uary 1838 and been buried at Charlton, as of Chartham Park, East 
Grinstead [2]. 	Mr Smith also draws attention to the account of 
Roupell in his History of Charlton [3]. 	As for Rowfant [4] it is 
only fair to note that final stress cannot be reconciled.!it" 	e 
scansion of 'And Rowfant, when the thrushes wake,! May well seem 
good enough for YOU' in a poem by Andrew Lang (1844-1912) [5]. 
Lang, however, as a visiting Scot, may not have attended much to 
how locals spoke. 

[1] E.G. Society Bulletin 59 (Autumn 1996), p.12 	[2] Charlton parish regi- 
ster, deaths 1813-50, p.116, entry 923 	[3] J.G.Smith, History of Charlton, 
vol.1 (1970), pp.163-68 	[4] as [1] 	[5] The Rowfant Catalogue (1886), 
quoted in E.V.Lucas, Highways and Byways in Sussex (2nd ed., 1907, p.225) 

PRONUNCIATION OF WEST HOATHLY (5309,5410,5504,5912): Lest anyone 
think to call in aid the 'traditional riddle' 'Three lies and all 
true - Herrinly, Chidd'nly and badly' [T.Wales, We Nun't Be Druv 
(1977), p.27] it should be remembered that it refers to East 
loathly, where the LYE pronunciation seems never to have been in 
dispute. 

THE PRINCE OF WALES (5405): Listing of the Prince of Wales inn in 
the 1851 census of Lingfield adds another 12 years to its history 
and means it can't have acquired its name as a result of the royal 
marriage in 1863. 	Indeed the fact that it was occupied by Robert 
Lewis woolstapler (already known, with no address, from Pigot's 
directory for 1839) with his family but no lodgers suggests that 
it was not functioning as an inn, maybe not even a beershop, in 
which case the name has to be older still, from a time when it was 
an inn. 
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CONTINUING BUSINESS 	 M.J.Leppard 

DOMESDAY BOOK AND THE ORIGINS OF SETTT,EMEN1'P IN EAST GRINSTEAD 

What follows should be read in conjunction with the articles on Domesday 
Book in Bulletins 58 and 59, referred to below in square brackets by 58 or 59 
followed by the relevant page number(s). DB similarly place indicates J.Mor-
ris (ed.), Domesday Book - Sussex (1976) and LC L.F.Salzman (ed.), The Chartu-
lary of the Priory ... of Lewes part 1 (Sussex Record Society, vol.38, 1932), 
each followed by section or page numbers. 	Numbers alone are references at 
the end of the article. 	In the text Domesday Book is abbreviated D.B. and 
the chartulary L.C. 	Conclusions and suggestions in Bulletins 58 and 59 are 
taken as established unless there is reason to query them. 

It is well known that Anglo-Saxon settlement in our part of 
the High Weald began as seasonal pasturage for manors in the south 
of Sussex, developing gradually into estates in their own right. 
Many of our D.R. entries state the parent manor at the time of the 
Norman conquest, most of them identifiable without difficulty. 
Thus Burleigh (DB 10.99) was in Wootton (2.2), bavertye (the un-
named holding, 10.102) and Fairlight (10.108) in Ditchling (12.6), 
Hazelden (10.103) in Allington (12.50), Brockhurst (10.104) in 
Warningore (12.46) and Standen (10.107) in Bevendean (12.18). 	In 
every case except Brockhurst the same person is shown holding both 
the local and the parent estate in 1066. 	F3rockhurst is said to 
have been held by Fran, Warningore by four freeholders, of whom we 
may reasonably conclude that Fran was one. 	All these parents lay 
in the rape of Lewes. 

Two entries are less straightforward. 	Sperchedene (10.101), 
held by Cana, lay in 'Wildetone', suggested by Professor Coates 
[5907] to be connected with Willingdon, where Cana also had a pro-
perty (10.8). 	Walesbeech (10.106), held by Fulk, lay in 'Lavant' 
but Lavant, just north of Chichester, hardly seems likely to have 
sent settlers 45 miles diagonally across country when all other 
movement was north-south by defined tracks. 	In a note on this 
entry John Morris, the editor of DB, suggests that, in view of the 
confusion between I and 1, in contemporary script, the correect 
name could be Jevington (10.26) or Yeverington (10.7), both near 
Eastbourne and in Pevensey rape. 	Jevington was held by Cola and 
Yeverington by two freemen, of whom perhaps Fulk was one, though 
all his other holdings lay in Chichester and Arundel rapes. 	Wil- 
lingdon, Jevington and Yeverington are all in Pevensey rape. Cer-
tainty is impossible but for the table and map below Willingdon 
and Jevington are provisionally accepted. 

Of those whose parents are unrecorded I have no suggestions 
for Shoveistrode (10.96 & 97). 	I have already argued [5904] for 
llamsey (12.49) as the parent of Warlege (10.100). 	Brambletye 
(10.105), the most important and probably the oldest settlement 
[5819], was a member of Jevington in 1285 [1],  which suggests Jev-
ington was its parent, especially because Cola held both in 1066. 
Although estates were dismembered and redistributed after the con-
quest, Brambletye and Jevington were both held by Ralph in 1086 
and so was Walesbeech, which if anything supports the case for 
Jevington as its parent too. 

The final property, Feismere (10.98), requires further inves-
tigation before its parent can be suggested. 	A case has been 



made [5905] for identifying it with Imberhorne but the abrupt name 
change and discrepancy in size, 1 2- hides and ½ hide respectively, 
make this uncertain. 	However, early entries in the Lewes chartu- 
lary support a plausible modification of this suggestion. 

In c.1100 William Malfeld gave the priory half a hide called 
Imberhorne which Lefsi had held [Lc 72f.] and in c.1103-06 William 
count of 1fortain gave it one hide called Healdelya (Hailey or Hur-
ley) of the manor of Ripe [LC 1191. In 1086 1cortain held both 
Ripe (10.86) and Felsmere. 	In 1066 Earl Harold had Ripe but no 
holder is recorded for Feismere. These data permit a neat hypo-
thesis: that the 1½ hides of Feismere in D.B. had been formed by 
amalgamating the ½ hide Imberhorne, formerly held by Lefsi, parent 
manor unknown (but possibly Ripe), and the hide Hurley, parent ma-
nor Ripe, previous holder probably Earl Harold, and that by c.1100 
the Imberhorne part had been acquired from Nortain by Malfeld. 

The name Lefsi invites further investigation, though what 
follows proves inconclusive. Nevertheless, setting down this 
evidence may help someone else take us further forward. 

In c.1120 the prior of Lewes quitclaimed to Robert de Dena 
and Sibyl his wife the land of Wiresteda (Worsted) and of Lefsi of 
Haseldena (Hazelden), receiving in return the church of Waldron, 
some tithes, the woods of Vluehola (Wolfhole, location unknown) 
and la Hamoda (Homewood in East Grinstead) [LC 131]. 	The land of 
Lefsj of Hazelden cannot be Hazelden itself, for with other pro-
prties of .Ansfrid's it had already passed to the de Denes [2] and 
there is no record of the priory's ever receiving it. 	Where this 
land of Lefsi's was I cannot say but that he is the same Lefsi as 
held Imberhorne is quite possible, for Imberhorne and Hazelden 
have a short boundary in common [5812, 5906]. 	If so, he must 
have been either related to Wulfward who had Hazelden in 1066 or 
its holder immediately before or after him or possibly the holder 
of some other part of Hazelden recorded in D.T3., if at all, sil-
ently under some other property. 

In the confirmation of the priory's properties by King Steph-
en (1135-54) Wolfhole and Homewood appear as the land of Wefola 
and the grove of Hamewuda together with the land that Lefsi holds 
of the gift of Robert Pincerna [3]. 	Robert Pincerna is the same 
person as Robert de Dena, as other entries make clear. 	Unless 
'holds' is an error for 'held', this Lefsi cannot be the one who 
had Imberhorne; the time-gap is too long. 	If it is an error for 
'held', the land cannot be Imberhorne, for it was not Robert who 
gave it, nor the land of Lefsi of Hazelden, for the priory had 
disposed of it before the reign of Stephen. 	The wording implies 
that it is in East Grinstead but where I cannot yet suggest. 

In 1091-1125 the tithe of Liefsi of Crotteberge and his bro-
ther occurs in a list of donations to Lewes Priory confirmed by 
the bishop of Chichester [ 4 ]. 	Liefsi is a variant spelling of 
Lefsi, found also in L.C. for our man at Imberhorne [117], but 
whether we are reading about the same person all the time or whe-
ther 'of Crotteberge' and 'of Haseldena' are quasi-surnames to 
distinguish two people of the same name we cannot tell. 	However, 
Crotteberge, a place in West Fine, had a link with our area, to 
be shown below. 	If it is our Lefsi, perhaps Wulfward was his 
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brother. 	Unfortunately D.13.'s other mentions of Wulfward offer 
no help and Crotteberge is not mentioned at all. 

D.B. does, however, have two entries for Leofsi, apparently 
another variant spelling, holding Harden from Countess Gytha (11. 
33) and Sedlescombe from Countess Goda (9.122), perhaps the same 
Lefsias in one or more of the citations above but without any 
further information to throw light on our concerns here. 

The confirmation of Robert de Dena's gift of Waldron church, 
etc. in c.1120 by Richard son of William son of Alfred Pincerna in 
c.1170 adds to Homewood 'which was of Walder' [Lc 74f.], ie. Wald-
ron, thus identifying another parent manor. 	Waldron was held by 
Aelfeva in 1066 [DR 9.58, 10.921, Ansfrid held the greater part of 
it in 1086 [10.92] and it was among .Ansfrid's properties which 
passed to the de Denes. 	Whether Homewood had been settled in 
1066, however, or even 1086 is open to question; the charter of 
c.1120 states that Homewood and Wolfhole 'until recent times were 
woodland ... and paid neither geld nor other custom' [131]. 	Per- 
haps it was .Ansfrid or Robert de Dena who had them cleared. 

The chartulary gives us one other chain of properties but it 
can be shown that they were not all connected in D.B. 	In c.1140 
.Alvred de Benedeuilla and his wife Sibilla gave the priory one 
hide in Grinstead, Pliege, Heghtesgewinde, Buntesgraue, Crottes- 
brigge, Heagtima, Runtingtuna and Reda, worth lOOs. [73f.j. 	With 
varying spellings the list is repeated in other documents. 	Ph- 
ege is Plaw(hatch) on our border with West Hoathly, Buntesgraue is 
Birchgrove near Horsted Keynes, Crottesbrigge is Crotteberge al-
ready mentioned, Heagtima is Eckington in Ripe and Runtingtuna is 
in Heathfield. 	Rede is unidentified and so is Heghtesgewinde but 
in 1288 it was in the manor of Imberhorne [LC 120f.] and thus in 
either East Grinstead or West Hoathly. 	I have never found it in 
any other local record. 	From its position in the list I would 
expect it to be in West Hoathly. 	The hide in Grinstead is never 
identified but it would seem to be at the northern end of an axis 
Birchgrove - part of West loathly - Plaw and therefore somewhere 
near Hazelden, Hurley and Imberhorne. 	The mentions of Crottes- 
brigge with its association with I,efsi and so with Tmberhorne and 
Hazelden and of Eckington with its association with Ripe and so 
with Hurley strengthen  the case for seeing here successive stage 
of early settlement but Birchgrove checks it. 	In D.R. l3ontegraue 
is stated to have been held by Goda (not the countess) and to have 
lain in Balmer [10.110]. 	It would be unwise therefore to assume 
that Eckington was the parent of Plaw and the un-named hide and 
unsafe to assume that Balmer was. 

Nevertheless it is possible to posit some intermediate points 
between our settlements and their parents. 	Evidence has already 
been adduced for Horsted Keynes between Warlege and Ilamsey [5904] 
and Sheffield and/or Fletching between Sperchedene and Willingdon 
[5907]. 	Mr P.J.Gray has even suggested [5] that the existence 
later of manors of Sheffield-Grinstead and Sheffield-Lingfield may 
imply a chain of early settlement going on beyond what became the 
county boundary. 

A picture certainly seems to be emerging, as illustrated on 
the map on p.9, of an eastern and a western corridor of settlement 



based respectively on the Danehill - Forest Row - Thornhill - Ham-
merwood - Dry Hill and the Seisfield - Hurley - Imberhorne Lane - 
Blindley Heath tracks traced by Mr Margary [6] as mapped below. 
The only exception is Ditchling - Lavertye and Fairlight but as a 
royal manor with a name first recorded in 765 Ditchling may well 
have been the first to establish settlers here, perhaps attracted 
by the ironworking potential, hence the ironworks singled out for 
special mention in D.B. 	Unfortunately the only mentions of 
Ditchling in pre-conquest records are not more than that: a boun-
dary in a charter of 765 [7] and an item in the will of King Alf- 
red in 880 [8]. 	The Wealden Iron Research Group has begun field- 
walking at Pablehurst, where there are field-names Hammer Grove 
and Mine Pit Wood and a field with bloomery slag [9]. 

One other provisional conclusion may be permitted. 	All the 
clearly identifiable D.B. parents are in Lewes Rape, all those 
suggested in this article for D.13.'s 'orphans' are in Pevensey. 
This could mean the compilers thought it necessary to record par-
ents only when they were in Lewes Rape, but for the complications 
of 'Wildetone', suggested to be Willingdon in Pevensey, and 'Lay-
ant', either Lavant in Chichester Rape or Jevington or YeveringtOfl 
in Pevensey. 	The conclusions are tabulated below, all subject to 
modification in the light of fresh evidence or new theories. 

Further work is called for on other aspects too, particularly 
defining and mapping the hide of Healdeleya and tracing on the 
ground and mapping the actual routes connecting the parents to the 
local holdings. 	Your editor cannot do all that himself. 

Finally, two footnotes to the earlier articles. 	Felcourt is 
not so old a name as claimed [5905]; the earliest reference is in 
1403 [10]. Dr Heather Warne has suggested [11] that an imbalance 
between number of villeins and number of ploughs, as at Burleigh, 
Lavertye, Brambletye and Walesbeech, implies common arable compar-
able to common pasture. 

REFERENCES [S.A.C. = Sussex Archaeological Collections; S.N.Q. = Sussex 
Notes & Queries] 

[1] S.A.C., vol.57 (1915), p.179 	[2] S.A.C., vol.58 (1916), p.171 	[3] 
S.A.C., vol.40 (1896), pp.67,69 	[4] S.N.Q., vol.1 (1926-27), p.49 	[5] 
personal communication 	[6] S.N.Q., vol.11 (1946-47), pp.77-81 	[7] S.A.C., 
vol.86 (1947), pp.86-88 	[8] S.A.C., vol.87 (1948), p.135 	[9] Mr B.K.Her- 
bert, personal communication [10] English Place-Name Society, vol.11, The 
Place-Names of Surrey, p.329 [11] Lecture, Wealden Buildings Study Group 
conference, 17 Nov. 1996 

RIGHT: Local prehistoric track-
ways as identified by I.D.Margary 
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NEXT BULLETIN, Autumn 1997, will contain an article on those parts 
of the Manor of Maresfield that lay in East Grinstead. 



LOCAL SETTLEMENTS AND PARENT MANORS 

(based on maps in J.Morris, Domesday Book) 
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DOMESDAY BOOK HOLDINGS IN EAST GRINSTEAD AND THEIR PARENT MANORS 

OCCUPIER PARENT MANOR OCCUPIER INTERMEDIATE OCCUPIER 
DOMESDAY NAME 1066 1066 1066 POINT 	1066 

Occupier Hundred Occupier Hundred 	Occupier 
Modern name 

1086 and Rape 1086 & Rape 	1086 

CALVRESTOT ALNOTH 

Shoveistrode Mortain 

CELRESTVIS AELMER 

Little S. Ansfrid 

FELSMERE 

Mortain 

Imberhorne LEFSI 

Hurley EARL HAROLD RIPE EARL HAROLD 
- Shiplake P Mortain 

BERCHELIE ALFHERE WOOTTON 

Burleigh William Streat L Archbishop 

WARLEGE WULFEVA HAMSEY WIJLFEVA H. KEYNES 	WULFEVA 

Gullege + William Barcombe L Ralph from Rushinonden 	William 
Tilkhurst William L 	L 

SPERCHEDENE CANA 
WILDETONE 
[WILLINGDON] CANA FLETCHING 	CANA 

Morin 
Spartenden William Willingdon P Morin & Hugh 	Rushmonden & Hugh 

[LAVERTYE] K. EDWARD DTTCHLING K. EDWARD 

Ashdown Ho. Ansfrid Streat L William 

HALSEELDENE WULFWARD ALLINGTON WULFWARD 

Hazelden Ansfrid Barcombe L Ralph from 
William 

BIOCHEST FRAN WARNINGORE 4 FREEHOLDERS 

Brockhurst Ansfrid Streat L Hugh from 
William 

BRANBERTIE COLA JEVINGTON COLA 

Brambletye Ralph Willingdon P Ralph 

WASLEBIE FULK 
LAVANT 

COLA [JEVINGTON] 

Walesbeech Ralph Willingdon P Ralph 

STANDENE AZOR BEVENDEAN AZOR 

Standen Mortain Falmer L Walter from 
William 

FERLEGA DITCHLING K. EDWARD 

Fairlight Mortain Streat L William 



WALL PAINTINGS (4605-7,4703-7,5103,5203) 

Renovation work at Sackville House, 70 
High Street, for the Landmark Trust in 1995 
revealed behind boarding extensive remains 
of late-16th or early-17th century brocade 
pattern painted in red onto the plaster 
panels of the stud-work west wall of the 
small washroom of the easternmost front 
bedroom, clearly part of a once larger 
scheme. 	Traces of an interlacing vine 
scroll or brocade pattern of similar date 
on a beam downstairs are recorded in Bulle- 
tin 51. 	The paintings are to be fully 
conserved at a cost of £1343. 

Photographs of the finds by R.F.Mitchell, 
who explains that it was impossible to 
get the full extent into one picture. 
Two shots are therefore given, with the 
area of overlap corresponding to the 
blank space between them above. 	TOP: 
upper portion; RIGHT: lower portion 

61 HIGH STREET: In Bulletin 52 (Spring 
1993), p.3 the date of restoration was 
given as c.1950. 	The true date is pro- 
bably 1948, carved on the small oriel 
window. 

HIGH STREET CELLARS (5209-12,5303,5403,5512,5911): Under the 
eastern half of 6 High Street is a cellar whose side and rear 
walls are lined with large well-dressed ashlar blocks that con-
tinue either side of a short passage through the centre of the 
rear wall. 	The front wall is of brick with a small window vis- 
ible from the street and brick steps leading up under it. 	With 
the ground floor approached from pavement level by steps this sug-
gests that originally the cellar was an important room in its own 
right with independent access. 	Mr P.J.Gray, who points this out, 
also observes that some other buildings at that end of the High 
Street have their ground floor ceilings far higher than one would 
expect, suggesting that they had similar cellars. 	As yet this 
feature has not been accounted for. 	We understand the cellar un- 
der the western half of no.6 runs on under the adjoining building. 

SUSSEX INDUSTRIAL HISTORY, no-26 (1996) contains a brief account 
of our Brookiands swimming pool. 
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GLEANINGS FROM W.H.HILLS POSTCARDS 	 David Gould 

Many readers will know W.H.Hhlls the historian and journalist 
but very few will know Hills the man. 	Thanks to a vast collect- 
ion of picture postcards (a few of which went through the post) 
formerly owned by Hills and recently donated to the Town Museum we 
now have a few glimpses. 

s R.H.Wood stated in Bulletin 15 (Sept. 1974), p.7, Hills 
had a daughter who died in adolescence. 	She was named Mabel and 
was still alive in 1903, for in the summer of that year Hills sent 
her two postcards. 	The first was sent from East Grinstead to 
Beaconsfield Villas, Trafalgar Road, Portslade, on 23 June: 

Dear Mabs, You have a new cousin. 	Auntie Gertie has a daughter. 	Both 
doing well. 	Ask ma tc write her at once sending our joint congratulat- 
ions and T shall not trouble to write. 	Sha1.ect to hear from mother 
tomorrow morning as to when you are returning. 	Tom & Dick are both all 
right. 	Kind love to all - Dad. 

Clearly Mrs Hills was staying with the daughter and presumab-
ly hills the btWs journalist did not want to be bothered with wri-
ting unnecessary messages! 

By 27 June Mabel and her mother were back at Lansdowne House, 
East Grinstead, and her father was now on vacation at Eastbourne. 
The following message is the sort that anyone might have sent; 
good to know that even skilled wordsmiths such as Hills sometimes 
had their limitations. 

Eastbourne. 	Very hot but a glorious day. 	Just off to dinner, then to 
Hastings on the steamer. 	Love to both - Dad. 

This was written underneath the picture. 	On the address 
side he showed that he perhaps had a suspicious mind, or maybe he 
thought it would amuse Mabel: 

No secrets this side or the postman would read them. 

Presumably these two cards were rescued by Hills and added to 
his own collection after Mabel's death. 

Several people sent cards to him over the years. 	Two or 
three of these friends sent Christmas greetings on the backs of 
ordinary picture postcards. 	For example Peggy Woollam, wife of 
the TJ.D.C. surveyor, sent him a view of Green Hedges Avenue from 
London Road in summer as a cheap Christmas card. 	The Woollams 
lived only a few doors away but it went through the post. 	For 
Christmas 1904 E.M.Crookshank of Saint Hill sent a picture of him-
self to Hills, and on another occasion so did Joseph Rice. Were 
these people really so immodest or was that sort of thing expect-
ed? 

Rice's message to Hills (then staying at the Queens Arms Ho-
tel, Market Street, Margate) on 30 August 1905 read: 

We arrived home safe & sorry the wet spoilt our proposed outing yester- 
day. 	Sincerely hope you get some nice weather. 	Kindest regards self 
& Mrs Hill. 	Yours sincerely Jos. Rice. 



7n undated communication from Mr & Mrs Heasman of Southwick 
House, London Road, is even more mysterious: 

With all best wishes and thanks for very pretty remembrances, from Mr & 
Mrs Heasman, Southwick H6use 

But the choicest message of all is the one sent by Mrs Stan-
bridge of PaddocJthurst, Turners Hill, on 4 October 1912 to the 
East Grinstead Observer office with the peremptory demand 

Mr Hills, Sir Will you please send me 2 Observers by return & I will 
send money by return. 

Was she too grand to pay in advance? Whatever Hills may 
have thought of this, at least he was able to add a card of Pad-
dockhurst to his collection. 

NOTES: The death of Hills's daughter Lizzette Mabel on 27 December 1904 aged 
16 is recorded in the parish magazine for January 1905. No particulars are 
given. An account of the collection of postcards by Mr Gould is in the East 
Grinstead Museum Society's Newsletter 40 (Oct. 1996). 	 EDITOR 

ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA (continued) 

BRICKMAKING (5912 for earlier references): When Queenborough 
Castle, a 15th/16th century house in Forest Row, was demolished in 
1927 a clay roof tile was found inscribed 'William Best 1731' [1]. 
We know no more about him, nor the whereabouts of his works; the 
name Best was common here then and among Sussex brickmakers later: 
Isfield 1795-1801, Hamsey 1821-28, Uckfield 1868-87 [2]. 	Mrs 
Beswick reports [3] a further reference to Henry Barnett [3510, 
55061 in Kelly's 1859 directory and a brickmaker named Divall at 
Forest Pow in the 1865 Brambletye auction particulars. 	The 1910 
25" O.S. map shows a kiln at Durkins brickworks. 

[1] Forest Row, vol.5, parts 3-4 (Nov. 1996), p.4 	[2] M.Beswick, Brickmak- 
ing in Sussex (1993), pp.77,84,140,169 [3] personal communication 

ASSIZES IN EAST GRINSTEAD (3115f.,4804): The following can be ad-
ded to the lists already published: 

Summer 1547 - Patent Rolls, Edward VI, vol.1, p. 77  
Lent 1591 	- R.F.Hunnisett (ed.), Sussex Coroners' Inquests, 

1558-1603 (1996), no.402 

GOLDEN BOOTS (2514,2810,2908,3603,4905,5103,5304,5512): On show 
in Horsham Museum is an undated advertisement for a shoe shop 
there called the Golden Boot established in 1849. 	Our German 
correspondent reports a metal golden boot about 18" high hanging 
outside the Gasthaus im Stiefel near Beethoven's house in Bonn. 

ECHOES OF EMPIRE (5909): Mr Gould observes that Alipore Lodge in 
London Road in Cullen's 1928 East Grinstead directory, the resid-
ence of J.W.Ferguson, sounds like an Indian name. 	It seems to be 
the house known earlier as St Wilfrid's and later as Woodlands, 
the site now of Dorset Gardens. 

13 
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SIXTY YEARS AGO 	 M.J.Leppard 

In 1937 the Southern Weekly News sent its 'Rambling Reporter' 
to East Grinstead to write a couple of features on the town in its 
'Around Sussex' series. 	They appeared on 28 August and 4 Septem- 
ber, occupying more than a side of text (tabloid size) including 
photographs and giving a full survey of both the appearance and 
the economy of the town. 	The principal points are quoted or sum- 
marised below, without indicating omissions. 

'There are new and attractive shops springing up everywhere 
and the town draws on a population of something like 30,000 from 
the surrounding villages. On a Saturday night the streets are 
crowded. 	It is a large omnibus terminus for several companies. 

'East Grinstead suffers considerably by being a border town. 
East Grinstead feels it is out in the cold and curiously enough as 
the town is growing so it is losing more and more of its govern-
ment. 

Mr C.S.Jenks, former U.D.C. Chairman, said, 'We feel that the 
people in Lewes do not really know where we are. 	We used to have 
our own superintendent of police, but they thought they would save 
money by moving the Superintendent to Tlckfield. 	There was once 
the Registrar's office here and people came from miles around to 
be married. 	To-day they have to go about 14 miles to Crow- 
borough.' 

The reporter goes on: 'There are three cinemas, glinting and 
glittering, yet so well built as to harmonize with the streets 
around. 	There are all those new shops in London Road (and all 
those clocks which tell different times). 	The old Literary and 
Scientific Institute is to be pulled down. 	The fine old Method- 
ist church is coming down too. ' 	Mr Jenks observed, 'Scarcely a 
day passes but what estate agents in London are not writing to lo-
cal tradesmen offering to buy their property. 

The swimming pool [in Brooklands Park] 'is in a setting which 
I have never seen equalled', said the reporter, and 'people come 
from miles around to bathe here' but there were no signs indicat-
ing its existence and an hour's toing and froing was needed before 
he got the U.D.C. 's permission to photograph it. 	'When you think 
that some towns pay publicity managers several thousands a year to 
get their bathing pools in newspapers, this astonishing task must 
rank as one of the queerest of experiences. 	Still, I suppose 
East Grinstead has no need of the visitor. 

'?\ Social Centre for Unemployed opened in 1932 had to close 
through lack of business. 	We saw shops advertising for assist- 
ants. 	In Queens-road an insignificant little office is the Lab- 
our Exchange. 	I was told by the manager that there were about 50 
men unemployed, less than a dozen women unemployed, and no juvenile 
unemployment. 	Main reasons for the town's prosperity are build- 
ing developments and agriculture. 

'It has not been all progress. 	The Chamber of Commerce has 
been pressing steadily for an improvement in the railway service 
between the town and London. 	Their efforts have resulted in one 
late train being put on [9.14 from Victoria]. 	Mr G..Jones, lion. 



Secretary of the Chamber, well-known solicitor in the High Street, 
had two expressions to describe the service: one was "shocking", 
the other "poisonous". 	The journey takes an hour and a half.' 
He also said, 'The rates are on the increase and they look like 
continuing to increase. 	Also there are too many shops, far too 
many.' 

'In London-1oad', the reporter observed, 'you will find motor 
cars parked each side of the narrow thoroughfare. There are one 
or two free car parks but motorists always prefer to park outside 
their destination. Over 16 hours a census was taken and an aver -
age of 256 cars passed along London-road each hour.' 

He was impressed by the Post Office, 'one of the most up-to-
date in Sussex', noting that 'many residents would favour a pedes-
trian crossing at Post Office corner', and admired Mr & Mrs Jenks' 
garden in Christopher Road [a rockery that many readers will re-
member]. 	He did not add that Mr Jenks was his paper's local cor- 
respondent [Bulletin 37 (Autumn 1984), p.101. 

Perhaps in 2037 our successors will think the articles worth 
printing in full. 	One wonders if they will find as many pre- 
echoes of contemporary concerns as must strike any reader in 1997. 

39 HIGH STREET: Mr David Martin, an authority on timber-framed 
buildings, surveyed 39 High Street for the Institute of Archaeolo-
gy in January during building work. 	Since it was recorded by Ma- 
son in 1939 (Sussex Archaeological Collections, vol.80, p.251) 
many fine features have gone. 	A late 16th or early 17th century 
Ti-plan continuously-jettied house, it underwent various alterat-
ions in the 18th century and modifications later. 

42 HIGH STREET: In June 1996 the Field Archaeology Unit carried 
out a watching brief during construction of an extension to 42 
High Street, the first ever in the town. 	Finds, dated to c.1550- 
1650, included four sherds of German stoneware, six earthenware, 
six tile fragments, an iron nail, a fragment of glass, four animal 
bones and a Nuremburg jeton of c.1500-50. 

FOREST ROW, vol.5, parts 3 & 4 (Nov.1996), a double issue, con-
tains a detailed illustrated account of Hartfield Road, the pro-
perties in it and the people who had.them, especially the Waters 
family, and an article on Roman Catholicism in the village. 	Spe- 
cific references in footnotes are a welcome advance on the general 
lists of sources previously given. 	(2.50 Town Museum and shops) 

SOUTHDOWN MISCELLANY, no.19 (March 1997) contains a comprehensive 
well-written article by D.Jones on Sargent's Buses drawing inter 
alia On articles in Our Bulletins. 

WORTH WAY ROUTE GUIDE (1994) and WORTH WAY WALKS (1995) are well-
mapped and -illustrated leaflets for the former railway to Three 
Bridges, from which even the armchair walker will gain something. 
(From public library, no price taed) 

H.FINCH (5910): Mr C.J.Rolley tells us H.Finch was of .Ashurst 
Wood House and was elected to represent .Ashurst Wood and Forest 
Row on the newly-created Rural District Council in 1894. 

.1.5 



RECENT PUBLICATIONS 

LOCAL HISTORY MINI-GUIDES, No-2 Nest Sussex at War 1939-45 (1995) 
and No-4 Railways in Nest Sussex (1996) are in the same format as 
No-3 East Grinstead (1995) [reviewed Bulletin 59] and equally to 
be commended. 	When second editions are called for no.2 could 
have T.P.Peters, Reminiscences of 1939-45 by a Head Warden added 
to its East Grinstead entries. 	No-4 could include The Reshaping 
of British Railways (the 'Beeching Report', 1963) added for its 
contemporary data on lines and stations; the albums, guide-books 
and other publications of the Bluebell Railway; D.Gould, Three 
Bridges to Tunbridge Wells (Oakwood Press, 1983), R.W.Kidner, The 
Oxted Line (Oakwood Press, revised 1975), F.McDerinott, Life of Jo-
seph Firbank [contractor for E.G. - Lewes line] (Longmans Green & 
Co, 1887); our Bulletins and the Sussex Family Historian as con-
taining relevant articles; our Town Museum's holding of c.120 
railway-related photographs: and a number of maps listed in P.D. 
Wood's Catalogue of Maps and Plans of East Grinstead (1964). 
There is, however, no reason to question the reliability of what 
these booklets do contain, though the location of the cover pic- 
ture of No-4 should be given - Chichester? 	(75 n.p. & £1 respec- 
tively from Public Library; No.3, now £1, from Town Museum also) 

Michael Chandler, THE LIFE AND WORK OF JOHN MASON NEALE (Grace-
wing, 1995, no price stated) is the most readable and balanced bi-
ography Neale has ever had and is therefore very much to be wel-
comed. 	A knowledge of the local background and sources, however, 
would have helped Canon Chandler appreciate better the Bishop of 
Chichester's reaction on first learning of Neale's activities here 
and the availability of the words of many of those involved in 
quarrels with him (p.202). 	1 would question his assertion that 
Neale and his family felt 'excluded' from the parish church (p. 
220). 	The 1846 Christmas sermon was from, not 'on', St Leo (p. 
65), the Rev. I.Peat should be J. (p.96), 'oh' is not vocative but 
an interjection (p.191), the railway was opened to Three Bridges, 
not extended (p.216). 

Tim Rich and others, FLORA OF ASHDOWN FOREST (Sussex Botanical Re-
cording Society, 1996) is a 256-page definitive record and guide 
to 916 species (one and a half times as many as the 1980 Sussex 
Plant Atlas gives for the Forest), each with distribution map, to-
gether with introductions and analyses, by 31 recorders, 16 botan-
ists and 12 compilers. 	(Ashdown Forest Centre and bookshops, 
£19.50) 

Ordnance Survey Explorer Map 18, ASHDOWN FOREST (1996) is an at-
tractive and useful leisure map at 2½" mile, particularly helpful 
to walkers. 	It also covers the whole of our town. 	(5.25) 

An 'up-dated' edition of Dr E.J.Dennison's A COTTAGE HOSPITAL 
GROWS UP (1963) appeared in 1996 (Baxendale Press, £15). 	In fact 
it is a reprint of the first edition with new introduction, extra 
pictures, two additional chapters taking the story on from 1963 to 
1995 and revised index. 	As before it is a detailed chronicle de- 
rived from official records. 	Congratulations to Dr Dennison on a 
fine achievement at what must now be an advanced age. 
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